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Structuralization Induced by Photothermal Effect
in Magnetic Fluid Film

The structuralization of magnetic particles after illumination was experimentally
observed in two types of a magnetic �uid: magnetic �uid based on mineral oil
with the magnetite particles covered by mono-layer surfactant, and kerosene-based
magnetic �uid sterically stabilized by a double-layer consisting of oleic acid and
dodecylbenzensulphonic acid (DBS). This contribution presents a detailed theoretical
description of the thermodiffusion process in magnetic �uids, simulation of the
structuralization in magnetic �uid with a negative Soret constant and conˇrmaton of
the negative value of this constant for a kerosene-based magnetic �uid.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Information Tech-
nologies, JINR.
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INTRODUCTION

The formation of the magnetite nanoparticle structuralization in magnetic
�uids is observed as a consequence of concentration and thermal diffusion of
nanoparticles. The temperature gradients can arise due to light-absorption on the
accidental concentration �uctuations of particles or on the well-deˇned geometric
structure such as a concentration diffraction grating. The method is based on
Forced Rayleigh Scattering (FRS) experiment, in which a diffraction concentra-
tion grating is created in a thin sample of a colloidal �uid due to the periodic
spatial temperature modulation. From the time dependence of the grating decay it
is possible to determine a sign of thermo-diffusion Soret coefˇcient S. The light-
induced heating of �uids can give rise to interesting phenomena, which depend
upon the illumination character and the type of illuminated �uid. In colloidal
�uids a temperature gradient invokes a �ow of colloidal particles Å thermodif-
fusion. This process is characterized by Soret constant S = DT /Ddif , Ddif is
particle translation diffusion coefˇcient and DT is a thermal diffusion coefˇcient.

An interesting feature of thermodiffusion in magnetic �uids is that positive
(ST > 0) or negative (ST < 0) Soret effect can be observed, depending on the
type of the studied �uid. If a magnetic �uid with the positive Soret constant
is illuminated, the �ow of colloidal particles against the temperature gradient
direction is present, i. e., the particles escape from the beam axis. In a magnetic
�uid with negative Soret constant, the directions of the concentration �ow and the
temperature gradient are identical, i. e., the local temperature increase attracts the
absorbing particles into a warmer region. In such a magnetic �uid an interesting
phenomenon can be observed Å the creation of a structure with ®islands¯ of
enhanced concentration, known as the light-induced structuralization. Different
techniques have been used to determine the Soret constant, particularly based
on the thermodiffusion columns [1] or on the Forced Rayleigh Scattering (FRS)
[2]. The Z-scan technique [3], commonly employed to investigate the nonlinear
properties of a medium, allowed one to make a classiˇcation of magnetic �uids
based on the stabilization type, surfactant, carrier liquid and the material of
colloidal magnetic particles. The Forced Rayleigh Scattering method consists
in the creation of a concentration optical grating in magnetic �uid, due to its
interaction with the interference ˇeld of two laser beams. The light passing
through the sample diffracts on created concentration grating, thus the effect is
known as self-diffraction, too.
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In our previous work [4] we tried to give a more detailed theoretical descrip-
tion of the thermodiffusion process in magnetic �uids, now the aim is to simulate
the structuralization in magnetic �uid with negative Soret constant and to conˇrm
the negative value of this constant for a kerosene-based magnetic �uid.

1. THEORY

Our theoretical description of the light-induced thermodiffusion in a magnetic
�uid was based on the analysis of the created temperature distribution and its
in�uence upon the distribution of colloidal magnetic particles. A thin sample
(plane xy) of the magnetic �uid was supposed to be illuminated with intensity
harmonically changing in the direction normal to the light propagation direction.
The formulas for the temperature and concentration modulations were found [4],
which could be used to describe the phenomena observed in magnetic �uids at
intensive illumination. At such an illumination the large changes of the particle
concentration are present, which in�uence the light absorption coefˇcient and
this way also the heating distribution. Thus, the formula for the amplitude of
the temperature distribution, found in [4], had to include the space and time
dependence of the colloidal particles concentration n(x,y,t)

T0 =
I0α0

2 (λΩ2 + λ′)
n(x, y, t), (1)

here I0 is the amplitude of the space dependence of the illumination, varying
with the period 2π/Ω in the x direction, α0 denotes the absorption coefˇcient
corresponding to the unit volume concentration, λ is the thermal conductivity
coefˇcient of studied �uid and λ′ is the heat outlet coefˇcient (supposed to
be the same in each point of the sample). Here it should be mentioned, that
Eq. (1) is valid both for the periodic heating distribution caused by periodic
illumination and for periodic heating due to the periodic distribution of the particle
concentration. The formula describing the development of the possible periodic
in space (harmonic) inhomogenity of the magnetic particle concentration was then
found in form

∂n

∂t
= Ddif(1 + SKnI0)

(
∂2n

∂x2
+

∂2n

∂y2

)
. (2)

In this equation the substitution K = α02
(
λΩ2 + λ′) was used. On the ground

of it any distribution of the particle concentration can be expressed by the Fourier
integral (sum of harmonic dependencies with different space frequencies Ωm,
using Eq. (2) the development of any �uctuation could be predicted). However,
concentration n should then represent the corresponding Fourier component nm,
and the value of K would be different for individual Fourier components. The
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non-linear equation Eq. (2) is useful for a qualitative description of the structu-
ralization process connected with illumination of the magnetic liquid with a neg-
ative Soret constant S. If the Soret constant fulˇls the inequality

S < − 1
Kn0I0

, (3)

(n = n0 + δn and n0 means concentration), then an accidentally occurred con-
centration maximum will increase and a minimum Å decrease. In other words, if
a sample of magnetic �uid with the negative Soret constant is illuminated, then,
after the intensity of the light reaches the value

Ic
0 = 1/(Kn0|S|), (4)

at which the inequality (3) is fulˇlled, a structure with islands of enhanced
concentration will arise. It is because an instant �uctuation (which is always
present) is ampliˇed. A simulation of the development of such a structure (structu-
ralization) in magnetic �uid with negative Soret constant was made by numerical
integration of Eq. (2). Figure 1 illustrates the state of a thin magnetic �uid sample
with the developed concentration structure after the intensity reached the critical
value Ic

0 . It is well known that if only a stationary concentration gradient is
present in the sample, the particle diffusion �ux is oriented into the places with
lower concentration and after some time the equilibrium state occurs [5Ä7].

If the temperature gradient is also present, particles will diffuse from higher
to lower temperature places when S > 0. In the case when S < 0, the thermodif-
fusion �ux may cause the diffusion of the particles into the places with higher
temperature (Fig. 2). In the sample which is illuminated by an external homoge-
neous light ˇeld the structuralization will arise, if the stochastic inhomogeneities

Fig. 1. The illustration of the developed structuralization in magnetic �uid with S < 0
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Fig. 2. The illustration of particle thermodiffusion in disperse �uid with positive S > 0
and negative S < 0 thermodiffusion coefˇcient, respectively

take place in the sample. This is due to arising the temperature by the different
absorption of light in such places. Veriˇcation of above-mentioned considerations
has been performed by measurements on the samples of kerosene- and mineral
oil-based magnetic liquid with magnetite covered by mono- and double-layer,
respectively.

2. EXPERIMENT

The structuralization of the magnetic particles concentration was experimen-
tally observed in two types of magnetic �uid: magnetic �uid based on mineral
oil with magnetite particles covered by oleic acid as mono-layer surfactant, and
kerosene-based magnetic �uid, sterically stabilized by double-layer consisting of
oleic acid and dodecylbenzensulphonic acid (DBS) [8]. The used surfactant is
anionic [9], thus, according to the observations of Alves et al. [3], the Soret
constant of the studied magnetic �uid should be negative and the structuralization
of the particle concentration should be observed in the illuminated sample. A
thin sample of magnetic �uid (thickness 100 μm) was lighted with a laser beam
with λ = 488 nm, generated by the Zeiss Ar laser ILA 120 with power 150 mW.
The radiant power in the sample was multiplied by a converging lens. The whole
process, from the beginning of the heating to the structure development, was pho-
tographed from the ground-glass screen and then digitized. The negative value of
the Soret constant was also veriˇed by the Forced Rayleigh Scattering experiment,
whose set-up consisted of the Zeiss Ar laser, a beam splitter, a mechanical shutter,
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a thin sample of magnetic �uid (thickness 5 μm) and a photo detector connected
to PC. The beam splitter gave two coherent beams providing an interference ˇeld
in the sample. The space period of the interference ˇeld was in the range from 5
up 200 μm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In case of the Forced Rayleigh Scattering experiment, a concentration grating
was created in the interference ˇeld of two coherent laser beams. Figure 3 shows
the picture from the ground-glass screen, which illustrates the situation observed
in the kerosene-based magnetic �uid. Here, the created concentration grating is
shifted according to the interference one, as the particles are attracted to the hot
regions (light stripes in the interference grating). For comparison, Fig. 4 shows
the situation observed in the magnetic �uid with a positive Soret constant, where
both gratings overlap. It is convenient to study the kinetics of nanoparticles
using the predetermined structure of the light ˇeld. Such a structure may be, for
instance, a grating formed by use of two crossed coherent laser beams interfering
in places of their intersection. The sample of the colloidal liquid in form of the
thin layer (thickness about 60 μm) was inserted into the interference ˇeld, and
the periodic thermal ˇeld was thus formed.

t = 0 s t = 20 s

t = 60 s t = 120 s

Fig. 3. The shifted interference and concentration gratings in kerosene-based magnetic �uid
with S < 0

Due to the diffusion and thermodiffusion of the nanoparticles the concentra-
tion diffraction grating will be created. According to the behaviour of the time
dependence of the grating decay (after switching off the interference ˇeld and
under the presence of the additional lighting), it is possible to determine the sign
of the thermo-diffusion coefˇcient S. The additional illumination was realized
by a homogeneous Ar laser with power 0.56 W · cm−2. The grating created in
the mineral oil-based magnetic �uid with S > 0 will decay in the same way
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t = 0 s t = 20 s

t = 60 s t = 120 s

Fig. 4. The overlap of interference and concentration gratings in mineral oil-based magnetic
�uid with S > 0

independently of the fact of its additional illumination (see Fig. 5, a, b) and the
structure will decay 240 s after the switching off the interference ˇeld. Another
situation was observed for the kerosene-based magnetic �uid with S < 0. The
grating decay without additional illumination is the same as in case of sample
with S > 0. However, as it can be seen from Fig. 5, c, d, the structure decay
differs considerably under the presence of the additional illumination, and the
grating decay is slower and grating was observed still after 360 s.

a b c d

0 s 360 s 0 s 360 s

Fig. 5. The grating decay in kerosene-based magnetic �uid without (a, b) and with (c, d)
additional illumination

The time dependence of the grating decay in the kerosene-based magnetic
�uid without and with additional illumination can be seen in Figs. 6 and 7, re-
spectively. From these ˇgures it is clear that without additional illumination the
structure disappeared completely at 200 s, whereas with illumination the structure
is observable up to higher values as an evidence of the negative thermodiffusion
constant, too.
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Fig. 6. The time dependence of structure decay in kerosene-based magnetic �uid without
additional illumination
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Fig. 7. The time dependence of structure decay in kerosene-based magnetic �uid with
additional illumination

CONCLUSIONS

To conclude it can be said, that the obtained results veriˇed the negative value
of the Soret constant in the kerosene-based magnetic �uid. The development of
the structuralization of magnetic particles concentration in the illuminated thin
sample that after the illumination intensity reaches some critical value Ic

0 , was
numerically simulated and then veriˇed experimentally. It proved to be convenient
to investigate the kinetics of the nanoparticles in the dispersion liquid on the well-
deˇned geometric structure such as the concentration-diffraction grating. From
the time dependence of the grating decay it was possible to determine the sign of
the thermo-diffusion coefˇcient S.
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